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Preface
This Policy Report Healthy Parks, Schools, and Communities: Mapping Green Access and Equity for the
Los Angeles Region is a multimedia work consisting of several parts. The parts include this narrative text; an
abridged hardcopy set of core maps, charts, and tables; and an unabridged hardcopy set of maps, charts, and
tables. The text, core maps, and images are available on the web at www.cityprojectca.org. The text and maps
are also available on compact disc.
A version of this Policy Report will appear in a forthcoming symposium on "The 1982 Warren County
Protests: Environmental Justice 25 Years Later," in the Golden Gate Environmental Law Journal.
Professor Leo Estrada and J. Eric Lomeli of UCLA prepared the park layer for maps 401 to 1100 and for
the park acreage statistics using geographic information system (GIS) software. We are grateful for their work.
The following is a brief summary of the methods used to create this layer. Natural public spaces were digitized
using several sources: Thomas Brothers digital edition, State of California data on parklands, data from Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreation Area, and existing digitized data. The maps also include parks in
process (e.g., the Los Angeles State Historic Park at the Cornfield and the Rio de Los Angeles State Park at
Taylor Yard). The layers include all known local and regional parks, playgrounds, recreation areas/centers,
state parklands and beaches, golf courses and country clubs.
Maps and spreadsheets were created by GreenInfo Network using ESRI software. Maps display the
Olmsted parks and current parks layers created by Prof. Estrada and Mr. Lomeli, 2000 Census Demographics
by block group (factfinder.census.gov), and child obesity statistics from the California Center for Public
Health Advocacy.
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UCLA Prof. Judy Baca and SPARC (the Social and Public Art Resources Center) are working with The
City Project to produce pilot projects of the Heritage Parkscape along the Los Angeles River, and to restore
and extend the Great Wall of Los Angeles. UCLA Prof. Fabian Wagmister and REMAPPING - LA are
working with The City Project to produce online editions of the Heritage Parkscape and other materials. USC
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I. INTRODUCTION
The City Project supports a collective vision for a comprehensive and coherent web of parks, schools,
rivers, beaches, mountains, forests, and transit to trails that promotes human health, a better environment, and
economic vitality for all, and reflects the cultural diversity of Los Angeles.2 This Policy Report, Healthy
Parks, Schools, and Communities: Mapping Green Access and Equity for the Los Angeles Region, maps that
vision against the reality of access to natural public places3 in Los Angeles, using geographic information
system (GIS) and 2000 census data. This Report presents policy and legal analyses to achieve healthy, livable
communities for all.
Much of Los Angeles is park poor, and there are unfair park, school, and health disparities based on race,
ethnicity, income, poverty, youth, and access to cars. Children of color disproportionately live in communities
of concentrated poverty without enough places to play in parks and schools, and neither cars nor an adequate
transit system to reach parks and school fields in other neighborhoods. The human health implications of the
lack of physical activity are profound. These children disproportionately suffer from obesity, diabetes, and
other diseases related to inactivity. This is the first generation in the history of this country in which children
will have a lower life expectancy than their parents if present trends continue.
Los Angeles is facing a historic confluence of opportunities to address these concerns. Voters in
November 2006 approved $40 billion statewide in park and clean water, flood control, housing, and
transportation bonds that can fund places for physical activity in parks and schools. Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa has vowed to make Los Angeles the greenest big city in America. City Controller Laura Chick has
published an audit and blueprint for reform of parks and recreation in Los Angeles. The Los Angeles Unified
School District is investing over $20 billion to construct new public schools and modernize existing ones. Over
80 new parks are proposed along the Los Angeles River. The Integrated Regional Water Management Plan for
the Los Angeles region provides opportunities for multiuse projects including parks in flood control basins like
the Sepulveda Recreation Center. The Southern California Association of Governments is including green
access in its forthcoming regional transportation plan.
Parks and other natural public places are not a luxury. Parks are a democratic commons that bring diverse
people together as equals, in a space where they can encounter each other in an open and inviting atmosphere.
Parks are important in themselves. They are also an important organizing tool to bring people together to
create the kind of community where they want to live and raise children.4
Unfair disparities in safe places to play go well beyond Los Angeles. While 87% of non-Hispanic
respondents reported that “there are safe places for children to play” in their neighborhood, only 68% of
Hispanics, 71% of African Americans, and 81% of Asians agreed, according to the Census Bureau survey “A
Child’s Day.”5 Almost half (48%) of Hispanic children under 18 in central cities were kept inside as much as
possible because their neighborhoods were perceived as dangerous. The same was true for more than 39% of
black children, 25% of non-Hispanic white children, and 24% of Asian children.6 Non-Hispanic White
children and youth were most likely to participate in after school sports, with Hispanic children and children in
poverty least likely.7 Children involved in sports and extracurricular activities tend to score higher on
standardized tests and are less likely to engage in antisocial behavior.8
The struggle to maximize public access to public lands while ensuring the fair treatment of people of all
colors, cultures, and incomes can transform the Los Angeles region into a more livable, democratic, and just
community, and provides a replicable advocacy model for community redevelopment. The values at stake
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include: providing children the simple joys of playing in parks and schools; human health; youth development
and academic performance; equal justice and democracy; conservation values of clean air, water, and ground,
and habitat restoration; economic vitality; spiritual values in protecting people and the earth; and sustainable
regional planning.
The struggle that began as an effort to stop warehouses in favor of creating what is now the Los Angeles
State Historic Park at the Cornfield in downtown Los Angeles is influencing other movements across the
nation. The environmental justice movement is evolving beyond stopping toxics and bad things from
happening in communities of color and low income communities, to affirmatively creating public goods
including parks and schools. The Urban Park Movement is drawing national and international attention,
buoyed by the victories in creating new great urban parks: at the Cornfield, the Río de Los Angeles State Park
at Taylor Yard as part of the revitalization of the Los Angeles River, the Baldwin Hills Park in the historic
African-American heart of Los Angeles, and Ascot Hills Park in Latino East L.A. A Latino-led environmental
movement focused on the revitalization of the Los Angeles River is framing progressive and working class
issues with traditional environmental concerns in a seamless narrative, as is a growing urban environmental
movement. Traditional environmentalists are sitting up and listening now that people of color are responsible
for passing multi-billion dollar resource bonds for parks, clean water, and clean air, and using those funds to
create great urban parks in their neighborhoods. The struggle for the Cornfield led to the Latino Environmental
Summit in November 2005, and the National Latino Congreso in 2006. The Congreso, the largest gathering of
Latino leaders in over a generation, included a day long session on Latinos and the Environment.
The struggle for the Cornfield led to the formation of the Alianza de los Pueblos del Río. The Alianza is
working to ensure that the Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan promotes democratic participation
and equitable results in greening the river with healthy parks, schools, and communities. The Alianza seeks
economic, environmental, equitable, and healthy development for all communities for generations to come.
The Alianza formed when its leaders decided that the development of the river was a symbolic and literal
convergence of a myriad of issues confronting L.A.’s Latino population and other communities of color and
low income communities. To be left out of the discussion was to be left high and dry, as the river shifts
directions into the future. The Alianza agenda is growing into a comprehensive new platform of urban and
Latino environmentalism, or the "browning of the green movement."9 Part legal strategy, part organizing
principle, this “urban greening con salsa movement” has put people--immigrants and poor people, mostly (and
many Latinos)--at the center of an issue that traditionally had focused on flora and fauna.10
This Report analyzes green access and equity for the Los Angeles region. Part II presents a vision for a
comprehensive and coherent web of natural public spaces, including parks, school fields, rivers, beaches,
mountains, and forests, that will enhance human health and economic vitality for all the people of the Southern
California region, with lessons for regions across the country. Part III describes lessons learned from raising
funds for parks through resource bonds. Part IV describes great urban park victories in Los Angeles. Part IV
also describes struggles to keep public lands public for all in beaches, mountains, and forests. Part V presents
original demographic research and analyses of park, school, and health disparities, and related equal access
issues. Part VI explores the history and pattern of discriminatory land use, housing patterns, and access to
parks, beaches, and forests. Part VII discusses the values at stake in natural public places. Part VIII presents
policy and legal justifications for equal access to public lands. Part IX presents principles and
recommendations for equitable infrastructure investments in natural public places.
II. A COLLECTIVE VISION
People are greening Los Angees, driven by a collective vision for a comprehensive and coherent web of
parks, schools, rivers, beaches, mountains, forests, and transit to trails that promotes human health, a better
environment, and economic vitality for all, and reflects the cultural diversity of Los Angeles.
This vision is inspired in part by the Olmsted Report of 1930. The firm started by the sons of Frederick
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Law Olmsted — the man who designed Central Park, invented landscape architecture, and was passionately
committed to equal justice through the abolition of slavery—proposed a vision for a green, prosperous, and
culturally rich Los Angeles that has yet to be realized. According to the Olmsted Report in words that remain
true today:
Continued prosperity will depend on providing needed parks, because, with the growth of a great metropolis
here, the absence of parks will make living conditions less and less attractive, less and less wholesome. . . . In so
far, therefore, as the people fail to show the understanding, courage, and organizing ability necessary at this
crisis, the growth of the Region will tend to strangle itself.11

The City Project has published a digital edition of the Olmsted plan to inspire and guide reform; see Maps
101,102, and 103.
The Olmsted Report proposed the shared use of parks and schools to make optimal use of land and public
resources. The Report recommended the greening of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers,12 doubling
public beaches, and integrating forests and mountains within the park system.13 The Report advocated
multiuse projects for park and flood control purposes.14 The Report envisioned a transportation system for
people to reach parks, school fields, rivers, beaches, mountains, and forests.15 The Report recognized that
people in lower income levels often live in less desirable areas, have fewer leisure opportunities, and should
receive first consideration in parks and recreation.16 The Report recognized that a balanced park and recreation
system serves diverse needs, including active and passive recreation. The Report recommended creating a
regional park authority with power to raise funds to acquire and develop parks and other natural public
places.17 Each of these recommendations remains valid today.
Implementing the Olmsted vision would have made Los Angeles one of the most beautiful and livable
regions in the world. Powerful private interests and civic leaders demonstrated a tragic lack of vision and
judgment when they killed the Olmsted Report. Politics, bureaucracy, and greed overwhelmed the Report in a
triumph of private power over public space and social democracy.18
A diverse alliance of civil rights, community, environmental, civic, and political leaders is coming
together to restore the lost beauty of Los Angeles and a part of the Olmsted vision.
III. PARK BONDS: DIVERSIFYING SUPPORT FOR PARKS AND RECREATION
Recent park and resource bonds provide two important lessons. People of color and low income people
make a difference in securing funds for parks, clean water, and clean air. Advocates and activists need to
ensure that the benefits and burdens of these infrastructure investments are distributed fairly.
In 2002, California voters passed Proposition 40, at that time the largest resource bond in United States
history, which provided $2.6 billion for parks, clean water and clean air. Prop 40 passed with the support of
77% of Black voters, 74% of Latino voters, 60% of Asian voters, and 56% of non-Hispanic White voters. 75%
of voters with an annual family income below $20,000, and 61% with a high school diploma or less, supported
Prop 40 – the highest among any income or education levels.19 Prop 40 demolished the myth that a healthy
environment is a luxury that communities of color and low-income communities cannot afford or are not
willing to pay for.
In November 2006, California's Proposition 84, a $5.4 billion park and water bond, was successful
because of massive Latino support. Latino voters provided 85% support for Prop 84, or a margin of 770,000
votes. Prop 84 lost the non-Latino vote by 48% to 52%.20
There are important lessons to be learned from park and resource bonds. Prop 84 demonstrates that
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communities of color can propel properly framed environmental initiatives to success even when the white
vote is opposed. An equally important lesson is that advocates and activists must ensure that the benefits and
burdens of park bonds and other public work investments are distributed fairly. A 2002 study found that the
way local park bond funding was distributed exacerbated rather than alleviated unfair disparities in access to
parks and recreation in Los Angeles.21
Despite their support for environmental public goods, communities of color and low income communities
are disproportionately denied environmental benefits, including access to parks and recreation. Surveys in
California and Los Angeles County echo the disparities reported in the national survey discussed above.
Most California residents believe there are environmental inequities between more and less affluent
communities, according to a survey by the Public Policy Institute of California. 64% of Californians say that
poorer communities have less than their fair share of well-maintained parks and recreational facilities. Latinos
are far more likely than non-Hispanic Whites (72% to 60%) to say that poorer communities do not receive
their fair share of parks and recreational facilities. A majority of residents (58%) agree that compared to
wealthier neighborhoods, lower-income and minority neighborhoods have more than their fair share of toxic
waste and polluting facilities.22
According to the 2006 Children’s ScoreCard for Los Angeles County, residents in all parts of the county
cited the importance of parks and recreation in helping their children grow and thrive.23 Only 73% and 72% of
parents in Central and South Los Angeles reported easy access to safe place to play, compared to 83% and
higher in other parts of the county.24
IV. GREAT URBAN PARK VICTORIES
Advocates and activists have created great urban parks in Los Angeles, and are fighting to keep public
lands public for all.
A. Great Urban Parks
The Chinatown Yard Alliance helped stop a proposal for warehouses by the city of Los Angeles and
wealthy developers in favor of the 32 acre Los Angeles State Historic Park in the heart of Los Angeles. The
Los Angeles Times called the victory "a heroic monument" and "a symbol of hope."25 “Nothing like this has
ever happened in Chinatown before,” the late Chinatown activist Chi Mui said. “We’ve never had such a
victory. And now, every time people walk with their children down to that park, they’ll see that great things
can happen when folks come together and speak up. We can renew our community one dream at a time.”26
The victory in the Cornfield required an administrative complaint on civil rights and environmental grounds
before the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to cut off the federal
subsidies for the warehouses, and a law suit under state environmental laws. Ultimately, however, the
Cornfield will not be a park because of any court order, but because of a creative deal between Alliance
members and the developers. The deal was this: if the Alliance could persuade the state to buy the site for the
park, the developer would abandon from the warehouse proposal. The Alliance succeeded.
Advocates and activists helped stop a commercial development in favor of the 40 acre Río de Los Angeles
State Park at Taylor Yard along the Los Angeles River in Northeast L.A. after trial on state environmental
grounds. State park officials initially opposed active recreation at Taylor Yard, but relented in favor of a
balanced park in light of community needs. "I am all for preserving rocks and trees and those things, but to me,
it seems more important to help the children first," according to Raul Macias, a businessman and founder of
the Anahuak Youth Association.27 The balanced park will provide active recreation with soccer fields, courts, a
running track, and bike paths, as well as passive recreation, natural parkland, and picnic areas.
A community alliance helped save the Baldwin Hills Park, a 2-square-mile park in the historic heart of
African-American Los Angeles that is the largest urban park designed in the U.S. in over a century. Advocates
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and activists stopped a power plant there in 2001, stopped a garbage dump in 2003, and saved the Baldwin
Hills Conservancy and its budget in 2005 after a governor’s commission threatened to eliminate both. "People
sometimes think they can do things like this, believing that this community won't have people to speak up for
them, but they're wrong," Robert García told the Los Angeles Times. "This is a human rights issue and
fundamentally an issue of equal justice."28 Litigation was not required because in each instance public officials
listened.
The community celebrated the groundbreaking of the next great urban park at Ascot Hills in East L.A. in
November 2005. The largest green space in East L.A. until then was Evergreen Cemetery, which sent a
message to children that if they wanted open space, they had to die first. The 140-acre park will provide
passive recreation and green space in one of the most park poor areas in the City. The park was established
through a creative partnership between the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy and the City of Los Angeles
acting in response to effective community organizing.29
The Heritage Parkscape will link the Los Angeles River, the Los Angeles State Historic Park at the
Cornfield, El Río de Los Angeles State Park at Taylor Yard, El Pueblo Historic District, along with 100 other
rich cultural, historical, recreational, educational, and environmental resources in the heart of Los Angeles.
“They should not be treated as isolated, separate parks but as one continuous parkway system,” Robert García
told the Daily Breeze. “This is a wonderful opportunity. Los Angeles is hungry for its history.”30 The Heritage
Parkscape is inspired in part by the Olmsted plan, by the Cornfield Advisory Committee Report calling for
linked parks and resources, and by plans for a continuous greenway along the Los Angeles River.31 See Map
104. The Heritage Parkscape reflects a frank recognition of the need to build great urban parks by linking
smaller, non-contiguous parcels together because few large parcels are left in urban areas. This is the example
set by the Gateway National Recreation Area linking the parks of New York Harbor, the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area linking natural public places in the Bay Area in Northern California, and the Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area in Southern California.32 UCLA Prof. Judy Baca and SPARC (the Social
and Public Art Resources Center) are working with The City Project to produce pilot projects of the Heritage
Parkscape along the Los Angeles River, and to restore and extend the Great Wall of Los Angeles. UCLA Prof.
Fabian Wagmister and REMAPPING - LA are working with The City Project to produce Heritage Parkscape
and other materials on the web.
B. Keeping Public Lands Public for All
It is necessary to create public parks, and to keep public lands public for all.
Developers and wealthy property owners sought to block access to public trails in the Canyon Back area of
the Santa Monica Mountains, one of the most precious natural resources in Southern California. “This is part
of an overall trend by which wealthy enclaves think they can simply take over public parks, public beaches,
public trails," Robert García told the Los Angeles Times. "We're not going to allow it."33 Litigation settled in
2006 keeps the trails open for all.34
A wealthy gated enclave is seeking to cut off public access to trails that have been public for thousands of
years in historic Millard Canyon, which begins in the Angeles National Forest and ends at the Arroyo Seco in
Altadena, with stream water flowing to the Los Angeles River and the ocean. Property owners have posted
"No Trespassing" signs and harass hikers and equestrians on the public trails. The county approved
development of the gated enclave on the condition that the trails remain public. A Pasadena Star News
editorial has urged the property owners to “live up to the original agreement” and keep public access open to
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the trails: “The situation is akin to those who live on the beach, public property, who want to fence it off from
that very public owner. That’s just not right.”35 Pending litigation seeks to keep the trails open, and to preserve
the rich historical and cultural legacy of Millard Canyon and the beauty of the site for all, whether or not one
can afford to live in a secluded gated enclave.
Beachfront property owners up and down the California coast – from Newport Beach to Malibu to Santa
Barbara to Hollister Ranch to tiny Trinidad in Northern California -- are trying to cut off public access to
public beaches and privatize public places.36
Malibu residents have been particularly aggressive in restricting access to beaches alongside multimillion
dollar mansions. In June 2005, private property owners on Broad Beach in Malibu took the utterly astonishing
step of bulldozing away the public beach. The beach bulldozing reduced public access, caused significant
environmental and habitat destruction, and destroyed the beauty of the beach.37 The California Attorney
General sued the Trancas Property Owners Association, which represents property owners along Broad Beach,
for violation of the Coastal Act, interference with public access to the beach, and theft (conversion) of beach
minerals.38
Private property owners for years posted phony “private beach/no trespassing” signs on Malibu beaches
that deterred innocent beach goers, and harassed beachgoers with security thugs on illegal all-terrain vehicles
and calls to the county sheriff. The California Coastal Commission in August 2005 ordered an end to the
phony signs and illegal vehicles.39
Media mogul David Geffen, joined by the City of Malibu, filed suit to cut off public access to the public
beach alongside his beach front mansion. His suit was dismissed six times before he finally gave up and
opened a nine-foot path from the highway to the beach.40
Not content to cut off public access to the beach, Malibu residents have also tried to cut off public access
to public parks and trails in the Santa Monica Mountains along the coast.41
A property owner in Malibu’s Lechuza Beach recently complained to a state official that she opposes inner
city youth coming to Lechuza Beach, after a hearing on improving public access there at which a non-profit
representative spoke eloquently about teaching children of color life skills through outdoor activities.42
Today, Malibu is overwhelmingly white and wealthy. Malibu is 89% non-Hispanic white. Nearly 25% of
Malibu households have an annual income over $200,000. The median household annual income is $102,031.
In contrast, Los Angeles County is only 31% non-Hispanic white. Only 4% of households have an annual
income of $200,000 or more. The median household income is $42,189.43
V. PARK, SCHOOL, AND HEALTH DISPARITIES
In contrast to the positive vision for a regional web of natural public places discussed above, this Part
presents the reality of unfair disparities in parks, school, and health.
A. Parks, Schools, and Obesity
Children of Color. Children of color living in poverty with no access to a car suffer from the worst access
to parks, school fields, beaches, forests, and other natural public places, and suffer from the highest levels of
child obesity. These children and their families and friends do not have access to cars or a decent transit system
to take them to parks, schools, and other natural public places. Disproportionately white and wealthy people
with fewer children than the county average enjoy the best access to parks, school fields, beaches, trails,
mountains, forests, and transportation. In a cruel irony, the people who need the most have the least, while
those who need less have the most. See Map 401.
The communities with the worst access to parks lie in Central and South Los Angeles, which have the
lowest income levels and the highest concentrations of people of color. Fully 93% of households with children
in Central Los Angeles and 85% in South Los Angeles fall below 300% of the federal poverty level. The
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annual income needed for a family of four to provide for its basic needs was slightly more than $63,000 in
2005, more than three times the federal poverty level. Income disparities are most notable for Latino families,
with 89% below three times the federal poverty level, compared to 34% for non-Hispanic white families.44
Acres of Parks per Thousand Residents. There are unfair disparities in access to parks and recreation
measured by acres of parks per thousand residents in every political subdivision.45 Thus, for example, State
Assembly District 10 (Nuñez) in Central Los Angeles has only .51 net acres of urban parks per thousand
residents, compared to 282.79 net acres in District 37 (Strickland) in the north part of the county. District 37
has as an astonishing 555 times more net acres of urban parks than District 10. The disparities are even more
dramatic if total acres of parks including forests and other large natural public places are included. For
example, there are .51 acres of total parks per thousand residents in District 10, and over 3,348 acres in District
27 – 6,566 times more total acres of park space. Districts 37 and 27 in the north county are disproportionately
white and wealthy, compared to inner city District 10. See Map 401; Chart 401C, and Graph 401N.
Child Obesity. The levels of child obesity are intolerably high even for children in the best neighborhoods
-- ranging from 23% to 40% throughout the Los Angeles region -- but children of color suffer first and worst.
Children of color disproportionately live in the areas with the highest levels of child obesity and the worst
access to parks and schools fields. See Map 403. Latino and black children are disproportionately overweight
and unfit compared to non-Hispanic white and Asian children.
Overweight and Unfit Children in California46
Race/Ethnicity
Overweight
Unfit
Latino
34%
45%
African American
29%
46%
White
20%
34%
Asian
18%
36%
The health implications of the lack of places to play in parks and schools are profound. In California, 73%
of fifth, seventh, and ninth graders did not achieve minimum physical fitness standards in 2004. In LAUSD,
87% of students were not physically fit.47 Yet in 2006, 51% of school districts in California, including
LAUSD, did not enforce statutory physical education requirements.48 At LAUSD's South Gate High School,
1,600 children took the state Fitnessgram test and not one passed. Forty schools did not have a single
physically fit student. Less than 10% of students were physically fit in nearly one-third of the 605 schools in
LAUSD. Only eight schools had student populations that are more than 50% physically fit (see chart on next
page).
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Percentage of Physically Fit Children in LAUSD Schools49
Percentage of Physically
Number of Schools in
Fit Children
LAUSD
0%
40
1-5%
58
6-10%
96
11-15%
123
16-20%
83
21-25%
75
26-30%
42
31-35%
38
36-40%
22
41-45%
16
46-50%
4
>50%
8
Shared Use of Parks and Schools. The shared use of parks and schools can alleviate the lack of places to
play and recreate, while making optimal use of scarce land and public resources. Unfortunately, only 103 out
of 605 LAUSD schools have five acres of more of playing fields, and those tend to be located in areas that are
disproportionately white and wealthy and have greater access to parks. See Maps 401, 404.50 LAUSD provides
71% more play acres for non-Hispanic white students than for Latino students in elementary schools.51 There
were only 30 joint use agreements between LAUSD and the City of Los Angeles Recreation and Parks
Department as of April 2006.52 The Olmsted Report and the Controller’s audit of recreation and parks both call
for the shared use of parks and schools.
B. River Revitalization
William Deverell has eloquently described the role of the Los Angeles River in the history of Los Angeles:
Were it not for the Los Angeles River, the city that shares its name would not be where it is today. Were it not
for the Los Angeles River, Los Angeles would not be at all. The Los Angeles River has always been at the heart
of whichever human community is in the basin: Gabrielino village, Spanish outpost, Mexican pueblo, American
city. The river has been asked to play many roles. It has supplied the residents of the city and basin with water to
drink and spread amidst their grapes, oranges, and other crops. It has been an instrument by which people could
locate themselves on the landscape. It has been a critical dividing line, not only between east and west, north and
south, but between races, classes, neighborhoods. . . . [T]he river has also been a place where ideas and beliefs
about the past, present, and future of Los Angeles have been raised and contested.53

The Los Angeles River stretches 52 miles and crosses 13 cities, flowing through diverse communities
from Canoga Park in the San Fernando Valley through downtown Los Angeles to the ocean in Long Beach.
The City of Los Angeles has launched the Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan process to guide river
revitalization for the next 20 years, focusing on the 32 miles of the river that flow through the city. However,
children of color living in poverty without access to a car, and with the worst access to parks and to school
fields of five acres or more, disproportionately live along the lower 20 miles of the river that lies within the
county, but not within the city. See Map 1001 and Chart 1001C.54
The county, city, and other municipalities and agencies need to work together on a regional solution to
ensure equitable distribution of the benefits and burdens of revitalizing the river. The County of Los Angeles
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adopted a Master Plan for the Los Angeles River in 1996.55 The County also published a Master Plan for the
San Gabriel River in 2006.56 The Integrated Regional Water Management Plan for Greater Los Angeles
County (IRWMP) covers the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers. Planning for the full length of the Los
Angeles River, the San Gabriel River, and other waterways should be coordinated to achieve compliance with
clean water and civil rights laws and social justice concerns.57 Communities of color have previously achieved
compliance with clean water laws through major litigation against the City of Los Angeles.58 The Olmsted
Report also called for the greening of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers, and multiuse projects for parks,
schools, and flood control.
Clean water compliance and flood control should be combined with healthy parks, schools, and
communities through multipurpose projects. Green spaces in parks and schools can help clean water through
natural filtration that can mitigate polluted storm water run-off to the rivers and the ocean. Flood control basins
can provide green space for parks and playing fields, like the Sepulveda flood control basin recreation areas
along the Los Angeles River do now. Recent state-wide resource bonds provide funding for clean water and
flood control projects that can also be used for parks and school fields.
Latino support for community revitalization along the river is growing, and strong, based on recent polling
and anecdotal evidence gathered by the William C. Velazquez Institute and the Alianza de los Pueblos del Río.
When surveyed about what they would like to see on the river and its banks, Latinos showed significant
support for parks and recreation: 48% said parks, 32% schools, 27% open green space, 21% California style
trees and plants, and 20% said soccer and baseball fields. Latinos showed little support for “gentrificationoriented development," with 25% supporting affordable housing and only 2% market rate housing, only 3%
tourism-related development, and only 3% condominiums and penthouses.59
Latinos viewed revitalization priorities significantly differently than non-Hispanic whites. Latinos favor
parks, schools, affordable housing, soccer and baseball fields, and businesses that create jobs by 10 points
more than whites, on average. In contrast, whites favored open green space, California style trees and plants,
and community gardens by 12 points more than Latinos, on average. Latinos and non-Hispanic whites were
united in their opposition to gentrification, however.60
The three mile radius along the San Gabriel River is more complex demographically. See Map 1101 and
Charts 1101C.61 The San Gabriel and Lower Los Angeles Rivers and Mountains Conservancy has jurisdiction
over both rivers and can coordinate revitalization for both.
C. Inequities in Urban Parks, Programs, and Funding
Unfair park, program, and funding disparities are documented by demographic maps of park access in the
City of Los Angeles (Map 801, Chart 801C), an audit of the city Recreation and Parks Department, and an
academic study showing that the allocation of park bond funds exacerbates park inequities.62 Similar reports
should be published of other park agencies and of recent resource bonds to see who benefits and who gets left
behind by the investment of public funds, and to provide tools for reform.
The audit of recreation and parks by the Los Angeles City Controller documents systemic management
failures, echoes the disparities discussed in the present Policy Report, and provides a blueprint for reform. For
example, parks provide better programs in wealthy communities, and funding policies exacerbate rather than
alleviate inequities. The audit highlights the need for: a strategic plan to improve parks and recreation
programs in every neighborhood, and eliminate unfair disparities; standards to measure equity and progress in
achieving reform; a community needs assessment now and every five years; a fair system of park financing
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and fees; shared use of parks and schools; and improved park safety.63 One of the Controller's major
recommendations is that the City "needs to strategically address issues of inequity regarding levels of service
provided at parks citywide." 64
The Controller's audit documents park inequities that city officials have known about for decades. The city
of Los Angeles virtually abandoned parks, school construction, and public recreation in the wake of
Proposition 13 in 1978, the taxpayers’ revolt, which cut funding for local services, including parks and
schools. In 1987 the Los Angeles Times reported that “[i]n scores of city parks across Los Angeles -- mostly
cramped sites in poor neighborhoods -- fear is high. So pervasive are gangs, drug dealers and drunks, so
limited are the programs and facilities, that the sites are known to parents and even some recreation directors as
‘dead parks.’” Robin Kramer, then a city council deputy and now the mayor’s chief of staff, acknowledged in
that article that “there is tremendous under serving” of people in poor neighborhoods by the parks
department.65 In 1999, then-Mayor Richard Riordan told the Wall Street Journal that poorer communities have
been short-changed by funding formulas for parks and recreation. “The way money is spread throughout the
city has not been based on need as much as it has been about equally distributing funds” among the 15 council
districts, according to the mayor.66 Park officials concurred. “It’s a pattern we all understand,” according to the
then-director of planning and development for Recreation and Parks. “The urban areas of Los Angeles have
less park facilities than the new areas or outer lying areas, where ordinances require that parks be developed
when housing developments go in.”67 "I think the mayor's sincere in his desire to address these inequities,"
Robert García told the Wall Street Journal, but "I don't think the city is doing enough."68
D. Beaches69
An impressive nine in ten Californians say the quality of the beach and ocean is just as important to them
personally as for the overall quality of life and economy in the state, according to a survey by the Public Policy
Institute of California. Residents say the condition of the coast is very important (61%) or somewhat important
(30%) on a personal level, very important (70%) or somewhat important (24%) to the state’s quality of life,
and very important (63%) or somewhat important (30%) to the economy.70 Majorities agree across regions and
political parties. “Californians treasure the ocean and the state’s beaches,” said survey director Mark
Baldassare. “These attitudes run deep and wide across political parties, coastal and inland areas, and in the
growing Latino population–to ignore them could be politically perilous.”71
Beaches are among California’s most valuable public assets. California has the largest ocean economy in
the nation, a large portion revolving around the state’s beaches. Ocean-related activities in California produced
a gross state product (GSP) of $42.9 billion and provided almost 700,000 jobs and more than $11.4 billion in
wages and salaries in 2000.72
The Olmsted Report called for the doubling of public beach frontage, as shown in Map 102 and Table
102T:
Public control of the ocean shore, especially where there are broad and satisfactory beaches, is one of the prime
needs of the Region, chiefly for the use of throngs of people coming from inlands. . . . [T]he public holdings
should be very materially increased.73

Los Angeles beaches in 2005 are shown in Map 103. Not all beaches have public access, accurate public
beach data is not available, and private property owners are trying to cut off public access to public beaches, as
discussed above.74
While 80% of the 34 million people of California live within an hour of the coast,75 low-income
communities of color are disproportionately denied the benefit of beach access. Rio de Janeiro, like Los
Angeles, is marked by some of the greatest disparities between wealth and poverty in the world. Yet Rio’s
famous beaches are open to all, rich and poor, black and white. The beach in Rio is the great equalizer.
California’s world famous beaches must also remain public for all, not the exclusive province of the rich and
famous.
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People who live along the beach generally are disproportionately non-Hispanic white and wealthy. The
non-Hispanic white population ranges from 89% to 58% in beachfront communities. In all coastal
communities, the black population was too small to be significant.76
Long Beach is the only exception to the rule. There, the non-Hispanic white population of 47% is less than
the state and county average, and the median household income is lower. This may be because Long Beach,
unlike other coastal communities in Los Angeles, extends far inland and a good portion of the coastline is
dedicated to the Port of Long Beach. Moreover, as is true for many port towns, Long Beach has historically
been a working class town.77
Research suggests that different racial and ethnic groups in Southern California tend to visit different
beaches, but conclusive data is not yet available.78
E. Forests and Mountains
Diversifying access to and support for the forests is an important part of achieving equal access to natural
public places. Los Angeles County has 2,637,286 acres of land, and 807,731 total acres of parks. The total
acres of parks includes large public spaces totaling 84,535 acres in the Angeles National Forest, Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area, Griffith Park, Elysian Park, and Baldwin Hills Parks.79 Fully 25% of all
land and 78% of all park space in Los Angeles County is in the Angeles National Forest. The Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area has 6% of all park space in the county. The county has 84.93 total acres
of parks per thousand residents. Excluding those large public spaces, the county has 8.89 net acres of parks per
thousand residents.80 The stated averages mask the vast park, school, and health disparities based on race,
ethnicity, income, poverty, and access to cars discussed above.
The Angeles National Forest provides far and away the most natural public space in the Los Angeles region,
and lies within an hour’s drive of most of Los Angeles, but few people of color go there. Recreation is the
predominant use of the forests in Southern California.81 Yet only 1% of the visitors to the forest are black,
and only 11% are Hispanic. Zero percent of the visitors to the wilderness areas of the Angeles National Forest
are black.
Angeles National Forest Visitors82
Race/Ethnicity
% of Visitors
Non-Hispanic
79%
White
Latino
11%
Asian/Pacific
7%
Islander
Black
1%
Native American
1%
Other
1%
The reasons for the low visitation rates by people of color include a history and pattern of employment
discrimination by the Forest Service against people of color and women in the region, cultural differences in
recreation, lack of transit, the privatization of public space, and a history of discriminatory land use and
housing policies.83
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The Olmsted Report recommended integrate forests and mountains in the regional park system.84
F. Transit to Trails
Southern California should develop and implement a strategic plan for a “Transit to Trails” program to
take people to parks, beaches, forests, lakes, and other public natural spaces. A Transit to Trails program
would serve all the people of the region, but would be particularly useful to the working poor with limited or
no access to cars, who are disproportionately people of color and low income.85 Transit to Trails would reduce
traffic congestion and parking problems, improve air quality, and reduce run-off of polluted water into rivers
and the ocean. It would also reduce dependency on the automobile and fossil fuels. Today, there is virtually no
good way to reach the four Southern California forests using public transportation.86 Transit to beaches is
limited, time-consuming, and expensive.87 Low cost transit service should link parks like the Cornfield and
Taylor Yard as part of the Heritage Parkscape. SCAG has the opportunity to include Transit to Trails in its
next Regional Transportation Plan. The Olmsted Report envisioned a transportation system for people to reach
natural public places.88
G. Cultural Diversity in Parks and Recreation
People are entitled to parks and natural public places that serve the diverse needs of diverse users.89
People from different racial and ethnic groups use parks differently, constructing meanings for natural
space based on their own values, cultures, histories, and traditions. According to a UCLA study of cultural
differences in the use of urban parks, parks are primarily social gathering places for Hispanics. African
Americans, more than any other racial group, tend to engage in sports in parks. Non-Hispanic whites tend to
value a park solely for its passive qualities—its greenness, landscaping, and natural elements. They tend, as a
result, to engage in solitary, self-oriented uses. Asian-American (specifically, Chinese) families were rare in
parks studied. This does not mean that Asians do not value parks; this may reflect the failure of the parks to
meet the needs of the Asian-American community.90 Most studies on leisure and urban recreation have
focused on non-Hispanic whites.91 Other studies have reached similar conclusions about how Hispanics use
forests and other natural public places differently.92
Research suggests two potential explanations for differences in ethnic and racial recreation patterns. The
ethnicity hypothesis posits that participation patterns result from culturally based differences in value systems
and leisure socialization. Even when variables such as income, gender, area of residence, and household size
are statistically controlled, ethnic and racial differences in participation patterns persist. The marginality
hypothesis suggests that under-participation of ethnic and racial groups results primarily from limited
economic resources and historical and ongoing patterns of discrimination.93 Because people of color often
occupy a subordinate position and hold a low station in the status hierarchy, they are less desired as leisure
companions, leading to the creation of leisure spaces that are identified as non-Hispanic white or otherwise.94
Park and recreation plans, programs, and funding need to serve the diverse interests of diverse users in a
balanced park and recreation system that includes, for example, places for physical activity to improve health,
active recreation, passive recreation, and wilderness places.
H. Measuring Green Access and Equity
1. Patterns of Racial and Ethnic Disparities
This Policy Report Healthy Parks, Schools, and Communities measures access to parks and other natural
public places a number of ways. Acres of parks per thousand residents, half-mile access, access to school
fields, levels of child obesity – the pattern is the same: people of color suffer first and worst. Non-Hispanic
white people enjoy better access to natural public places compared to people of color collectively, and
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compared to other individual racial or ethnic groups. The distribution of parks and recreation is not random
with respect to race and ethnicity.
This section discusses the relevant comparison pool for assessing disparities in access to natural public
places based on race and ethnicity for both policy and legal analyses. The Controller’s audit of recreation and
parks calls for standards to measure equity and progress in improving parks and recreation in every
neighborhood. Disparate impact is relevant to evaluate equal access to public resources including natural
public places under federal and state civil rights laws (as discussed below). This section compares two
statistical approaches. The first is appropriate and is used in this Policy Report. The second is not appropriate
and is discussed here to guard against its use elsewhere.95
First, this Policy Report uses county averages to evaluate access to natural public places. Appropriate
measures include whether people of color collectively, or an individual racial or ethnic group, in a geographic
area exceed county averages, and are disadvantaged in access to natural public places, compared to nonHispanic whites, the privileged group.
The second approach is inappropriate, but it is used elsewhere and should not be. Majority or
supermajority representation in a community is inappropriate to evaluate access to parks and public resources.
One academic study, for example, evaluates park and funding disparities using areas in which a racial or ethnic
group constitutes a majority (50% to 75% African-American) or supermajority (75% or higher).96 Both
majority and supermajority measures create too high a statistical hurdle to evaluate equal access to natural
public places. Both measures are underinclusive in guarding against discrimination. Both measures can provide
evidence of discrimination in extreme cases. However, both measures fail to cover significant cases in which
people of color are above the county average in a community, but below 50% of the population. Neither
majority nor supermajority representation is justified on policy or legal grounds. Disproportionate population
compared to county population averages is an appropriate standard. Majority or supermajority representation is
not.
This Report uses disproportionate population compared to county averages to evaluate access to natural
public places in the following ways.
Map 308 depicts park access by people of color in block groups that exceed the Los Angeles County
average in four categories: no racial or ethnic group exceeds the average, one group exceeds the average, two
groups exceed the average, and three groups exceed the average.
Map 307 presents four categories for people of color collectively: the population of people of color is
under half the county average (under 34.5%); half the county average to the average (34.5% to 68.9%); over
the county average (68.9% to 90.0%), and over 90.0%.
For Latinos, Map 310 presents four similar categories: under half the county average (under 22.3%); half
the county average to the average (22.3% to 44.6%); county average up to twice the average (44.6% to 89.2%),
and over twice the county average (over 89.2%).
For African Americans, Map 311 presents four slightly different categories: under the county average
(under 9.8%), county average to twice the county average (9.8% to 19.6%), twice the county average to three
times the county average (19.6% to 29.4%), and over three times the county average (over 29.4%). Map 312
presents similar categories for Asians/Pacific Islanders, and Map 306 for non-Hispanic Whites.
A significantly wider area raises significant concerns about racial and ethnic disparities in access to natural
park places using county averages compared to the majority or supermajority standard. The following maps
illustrate the difference. Map 309 depicts park access for areas in which each racial or ethnic group constitutes
a majority (50 to 75%) or supermajority (75% and higher). These areas for African-Americans in Map 309 are
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a fraction of the significantly broader areas in which African-Americans are above the county average in Map
311. The same is true for Asian-Pacific Islanders, as illustrated by comparing Maps 309 and 312. The same is
true where one, two, or three communities of color exceed the county average, as illustrated by comparing
Maps 309 and 308.
Similar disproportionate population measures of green access and equity are depicted for the city of Los
Angeles in Maps 803-806, along the Los Angeles River in Maps 1003-1009, and along the San Gabriel River
in Maps 1103-1109.
To reiterate: Policy and legal analyses should use county averages to evaluate access to natural public
places. Appropriate measures include whether people of color collectively, or an individual racial or ethnic
group, in a geographic area exceeds county averages, and are disadvantaged in access to natural public places
compared to non-Hispanic whites. Appropriate measures include whether the parks and recreation adequately
serve the people with the greatest needs--children of color living in poverty with no access to a car, for
example (Map 401). These measures are relevant to assess discriminatory impacts under civil rights laws, to
define equity standards to implement the Controller’s audit of recreation and parks, and to determine whether
the benefits and burdens of park and resource bonds are distributed fairly.
2. Distance to the Park
There is no “correct” distance to evaluate fair access to parks. The optimal distance depends on the needs
of the community, the type of park, and access to cars and transit. Map 402 shows the areas in Los Angeles
that lie more than half a mile from the nearest park, but any distance in the abstract can be arbitrary and
misleading – half mile or quarter mile access, walking distance, driving distance, etc.
The important concern is not distance alone but whether the park and recreation programs meet the needs
of the community. If physical activity is a goal, for example, people can get physically active by walking half a
mile or a mile to the park. With the shared use of parks and schools, the relevant distance is to the park or the
school, not one or the other. If residents have access to a car or an affordable and reliable transit system, the
distance to the park can be greater. Smaller parks and elementary school playgrounds within walking distance
can serve the needs of younger children. Larger parks, and playing fields at middle and high schools, can
provide places for physical activity and team sports for older children and adults, and can be within driving or
busing rather than walking distance. In a high income community with large house lots, and ready access to
cars and places like the Santa Monica Mountains, there is no need for a park within a quarter mile. A pocket
park within walking distance may not adequately serve the needs of the community if there is no place to play
in the park or any other nearby place. Even a large park may not adequately serve the community if the
population and use density is so high that demand exceeds available park space.
The Olmsted Report suggested half a mile or more as a rule of thumb for distance to the park depending
on the locality and other factors.97
One traditional environmental organization, Trust for Public Land, advocates a park within a quarter mile
of each residence, and equates walking distance with a quarter mile, but it is difficult to consider this a serious
policy proposal. The quarter mile or walking distance standard obscures the important considerations discussed
above. Bus stops in Los Angeles are generally more than a quarter mile from most people. It is unrealistic to
expect more parks than bus stops.
VI. THE HISTORY OF DISCRIMINATORY ACCESS TO PARKS AND RECREATION
The fact that low-income people of color are disproportionately denied equal access to parks, school fields,
beaches, trails, and forests is not an accident of unplanned growth, and not the result of an efficient free market
distribution of land, but the result of a continuing history and pattern of discriminatory land use and economic
policies and practices. The history of Los Angeles is relevant to understand how the Los Angeles region came
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to be the way it is, and how it could be better. Park and recreation resources must be allocated to overcome the
legacy of unfair park, school, and health disparities.
The area surrounding the new Los Angeles State Historic Park at the Cornfield illustrates this history. El
Pueblo de Los Angeles was founded in 1781 near the Native American Tongva village of Yangna, near the
Cornfield. The first settlers, the Pobladores, were Spaniards, Catholic missionaries, Native Americans, and
Blacks. Mexicans and Californios further established the city before statehood. Chinese began arriving in 1850
in search of gold but were restricted to working on the railroad and in domestic jobs. They were forced to live
on the wrong side of the tracks in Old Chinatown, across "Calle de los Negros" ("Nigger Alley") from the
Plaza. The Chinatown massacre of 1871 first brought Los Angeles to national and international attention. In
the 1930s, the city forcibly evicted the residents and razed Old Chinatown to build Union Station. New
Chinatown was created at the site of the old Mexican-American barrio of Sonoratown, just west of the
Cornfield. Mexican-Americans, including U.S. citizens, were deported from the Cornfield during the Great
Depression as a result of discrimination and competition for jobs. Japanese who arrived because of the labor
shortage caused by the Chinese Exclusion Act settled in Little Tokyo. They were forced into concentration
camps at Manzanar and other places during World War II. The area became known as Bronzetown when
Blacks arriving from the South to work in the war industry filled the Japanese vacancies. The city destroyed
the bucolic Latino community in Chavez Ravine with promises of affordable housing, then sold the land to the
Dodgers, who buried the site with 50,000 places for cars to park and no place for children to play.98
Despite the prominent role of blacks in early Los Angeles,99 black residential and business patterns were
restricted in response to discriminatory housing and land use patterns. “Whites only” deed restrictions, housing
covenants, mortgage policies subsidized by the federal government, and other racially discriminatory measures
dramatically limited access by people of color to housing, parks, schools, playgrounds, swimming pools,
beaches, transportation, and other public accommodations.100
Prof. Ira Katznelson's book When Affirmative Action Was White documents how racial inequities were
aggravated by economic policies dating back to the Great Depression that had the impact of excluding blacks
and increasing income, wealth, and class disparities. A continuing legacy of discriminatory economic policies
is that the average black family in the United States holds just 10% of the assets of the average white
family.101 In the past, when beachfront prices were lower, for example, people of color were forbidden from
buying, renting or even using beachfront property. Today, when beachfront property has skyrocketed in value,
people of color often cannot afford to buy or rent beachfront property.
A. Housing Restrictions
Los Angeles pioneered the use of racially restrictive housing covenants. The California Supreme Court
sanctioned restrictive covenants in 1919 and California courts continued to uphold them as late as 1947. The
Federal Housing Authority not only sanctioned racially restrictive housing covenants, but developed a
recommended formula for their inclusion in subdivision contracts.102 As a result, blacks increasingly became
concentrated in South Central Los Angeles, for example, and Chinese in Chinatown, Mexican-Americans in
East L.A., and Japanese in Little Tokyo.
The landmark Supreme Court decisions in Shelley v. Kramer103 in 1948 and Barrows v. Jackson104 in
1951 made racially restrictive housing covenants illegal and unenforceable. Even after those decisions,
however, blacks and other people of color were excluded from white neighborhoods.105 “In the postwar era
many individual white homeowners, and virtually all the public and private institutions in the housing market,
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did everything possible to prevent African Americans from living outside areas that were already
predominantly black.”106
B. Parks
Though not codified in law, public space in Los Angeles was “tacitly racialized.”107 For example, blacks
were not allowed in the pool in many municipal parks, and in others were allowed to swim only on
“International Day,” the day before the pool was cleaned and the water drained. Segregated public pools
continued into the 1940s.
There were some places of refuge, however. Lincoln Park in East Los Angeles was a popular destination
for black youth from South Central and Latino youth from East Los Angeles, who could take the Pacific
Electric railroad to reach one of the few parks where they were not feared, despised, and excluded.108
C. Beaches
Bruces’ Beach. When Manhattan Beach was incorporated in 1912, the city set aside a two-block area on
the ocean for African-Americans. A black couple named Charles and Willa Bruce bought the land and built the
only beach resort in the Los Angeles area that allowed blacks. Bruces’ Beach offered bathhouses, outdoor
sports, dining, and dancing to African-Americans who craved a share of Southern California’s good life. As
the area’s black population increased, so did white opposition to the black beach. Manhattan Beach drove out
the black community and closed down Bruces’ Beach in the 1930s. City officials forced black property owners
to sell at prices below fair market value through condemnation proceedings. The nearby Peck’s Pier – the only
pier that allowed blacks – and the surrounding black neighborhood were destroyed. Black Angelenos were
then relegated to the blacks-only section of Santa Monica beach at Pico Boulevard known as the Inkwell.
Manhattan Beach in 2006 commemorated the struggle of the Bruce family and the African American
community by renaming the park at the historical site as Bruces’ Beach Park.109
Malibu. At the turn of the century, Malibu consisted of a 13,316-acre rancho along a 25-mile stretch of
beaches, mountains and canyons, owned by Frederick H. Rindge and later by his widow May.110 To pay her
taxes after her husband’s death, May Rindge began leasing and selling off land parcels to movie celebrities and
others.111 Parcels carried racially restrictive covenants that prevented people who were not white from using or
occupying beach premises except as domestic servants, and even domestics who were not white were
prohibited from using the public beach for bathing, fishing, or recreational purposes. A typical covenant reads:
[S]aid land or any part thereof shall not be used or occupied or permitted to be used or occupied by any person
not of the white or Caucasian race, except such persons not of the white or Caucasian race as are engaged on said
property in the bona fide domestic employment of the owner of said land or those holding under said owner and
said employee shall not be permitted upon the beach part of said lands for bathing, fishing or recreational
purposes.112

The demographics of Malibu today reflect its discriminatory history, as discussed above.
D. Mountains
In the 1920s and beyond, racially restrictive covenants prevented people of color from occupying or using
property at Lake Arrowhead, the major mountain lake near Los Angeles.113 The federal government traded
away land on the lake for land in the woods. Today private mansions and businesses ring the lake and only the
wealthy can live in what is known as “the Beverly Hills of the Mountains.” There is no public access to Lake
Arrowhead.114 This is a prologue for the future of natural public places if the privatization of public space
continues.
The next Part articulates the values at stake in natural public places.
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VII. WHY PARKS AND RECREATION MATTER: THE VALUES AT STAKE
Parks, school fields, beaches, rivers, mountains, forests, and other natural public places are places to have
fun. Having fun goes hand-in-hand with other values including human health; youth development and
academic performance; conservation values of clean air, water, and land; spiritual values in protecting people
and the earth; economic vitality; and sustainable regional planning. Fundamental principles of equal justice and
democracy underlie each of these other values.
Fun.
Children have the right to the simple joys of playing in parks and other safe public places. The United
States was founded in part for the pursuit of happiness.115 The United Nations recognizes the right to play as a
fundamental human right.116
Human Health.
The human health implications of places and policies for physical activity in parks, schools, and other
public places are profound.117
If current trends in obesity and inactivity continue, today’s youth will be the first generation in this
nation’s history to face a shorter life expectancy than their parents.118 The epidemic of obesity, inactivity, and
related diseases including diabetes is shortening children’s lives and destroying the quality of their lives. The
obesity and inactivity crisis costs the United States $117 billion in lost productivity and medical costs.119
Overweight and unfit children face a greater risk of developing lung disease, diabetes, asthma, and
cancer.120 Type 2 diabetes, formerly known as adult-onset diabetes, now affects millions of overweight and
inactive children at younger and younger ages.121 As a result, children are more likely to suffer long range
effects including death, loss of limbs, and blindness.
The crisis of obesity and inactivity is not just the result of individual eating or exercise habits. Children,
adolescents, and adults cannot become more physically active and fit if they do not have places to play and be
physically active in parks and schools.122
Physical inactivity is more prevalent among women than men, among blacks and Hispanics than whites,
among the less affluent than the more affluent, and among older than younger adults.123
The most frequently used facilities for physical activity are informal and include streets, parks, and
beaches.124 The health costs of urban sprawl should inform land use and planning decisions to create and
preserve parks, open space, and walkable neighborhoods with mixed land uses and transit alternatives.125
“[A]pplying public health criteria to land-use and urban design decisions could substantially improve the
health and quality of life of the American people.”126
Regular physical activity is associated with enhanced health and reduced risk for all-cause mortality, heart
disease, diabetes, hypertension, and cancer.127 Physical activity for children and adolescents helps to build and
maintain healthy bones, muscles, and joints, and helps prevent or delay the development of high blood
pressure.128 Natural spaces are also linked to improved mental health. Physical activity relieves depression and
anxiety.129 Views of nature have been linked to a variety of positive health outcomes in adults and children
and can relieve attention deficit disorder.130
Youth Development.
Sports and after school activities can promote positive choices and help reduce youth violence, crime, drug
abuse, and teen pregnancy.131 Sports and recreation also build character, pride, self esteem, teamwork,
leadership, concentration, dedication, fair play, mutual respect, social skills, and healthier bodies; help keep
children in school; help develop academic skills; and increase access to higher education.132 Physically fit
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students perform better academically.133 Male athletes are four times more likely to be admitted to Ivy League
colleges than other males; for female athletes, the advantage is even greater.134
In the aftermath of the riots and rebellion following the acquittals of the police for the Rodney King
beating in Los Angeles, gang members issued a manifesto calling for peace and listing the shortage of parks
and natural space as one of their major concerns.135
Active recreation programs prevent gang violence, crime, prostitution, drug abuse, and teen sex. A study
by the Los Angeles County District Attorney concluded that young people join gangs for the expected reasons,
including the fact that they “have been excluded by distance and discrimination from adult-supervised park
programs.”136 The study recommends that “alternative activities like recreation” should be part of every gang
prevention strategy. Organized sports “fill those idle hours that seduce adolescent boys into trouble . . . . At the
least, they can keep older gang members busy during prime-time-crime hours . . . . At the most, they can keep
marginal boys too busy for gangs, or give them an excuse not to join.”137
Public Safety.
The best way to ensure that parks are safe is to give people a sense of ownership of their parks. A diversity
of people using parks differently at different times of the day and night will help drive away crime and
criminals.138
Conservation Values.
Parks and natural open spaces promote environmental values including clean air, water, and ground, and
habitat protection. Green spaces in parks, schools, and other public places can help clean water through natural
filtration. Flood control basins can provide green space for parks and playing fields. Green spaces can help
cool urban areas and help reduce global warming.
Spiritual Values in Protecting the Earth and its People.
Social justice and stewardship of the earth motivate spiritual leaders, including Cardinal Roger Mahony,
and the Justice and Peace Commision of the Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles, to actively support equal
access to parks and natural space.139 Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Rigoberta Menchú has praised the work of
The City Project and Anahuak Youth Sports Association to promote equal access to parks and recreation as a
way of saying no to war, no to violence, and giving children hope. "It is very important that our children grow
up healthy. The more they run, the happier they are. The more they play together with other children, the better
people they will be in the future. Parks and school yards are a place for peace, a place where life-long values
are built. Community activism to build parks and schools is a way of saying no to violence, no to war. Peace
and hope are part of our children's education and culture."140
In 2004, the Nobel Peace Prize Committee awarded the Peace Prize to the Kenyan woman Wangari Muta
Maathai for planting trees and speaking out for women. “In managing our resources and in sustainable
development, we plant the seeds of peace,” according to Ms. Maathai.141 The award for Ms. Maathai is an
explicit mainstream recognition that there is more at stake in protecting the earth than traditional
environmental values. We are fighting for peace and justice in seeking equal access to public resources for all.
Economic Values.
When cities create urban parks, property values rise and the number of businesses and jobs grows,
contributing to the state and local economies. For example:
• When Chattanooga, Tennessee, replaced warehouses with an eight-mile greenway, full-time jobs and
businesses more than doubled, and property values increased by 127%.
• When San Antonio, Texas, revitalized the San Antonio River, the river park became the most popular
attraction in the city’s $3.5 billion tourist industry.
• After expansion and restoration of the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site, in Atlanta,
Georgia, the African-American “Sweet Auburn” neighborhood experienced a revitalization, with
dozens of new homes, 500,000 annual visitors boosting local business, and a decrease in crime.142
Advocates and activists need to ensure that these economic benefits are distributed equitably -- for
example, through local jobs for local workers and affordable housing to avoid gentrification.
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Equal Justice and Democracy.
Fundamental principles of equal justice and democracy underlie each of the values above. The Maps,
demographic analyses, and history discussed throughout this Policy Report documents the unfair disparities in
access to natural public places based on race, ethnicity, youth, income, poverty, and access to transportation.
As a matter of simple justice, parks, school fields, and other natural public places are a public resource,
and the benefits and burdens should be distributed equally. All people are entitled to equal access to parks and
recreation. People are entitled to parks and natural public places that serve the diverse needs of diverse users.
Public dollars should not be spent in ways that discriminate unfairly against people of color and low income
communities. Agencies should provide full and fair information and public participation in planning and
investing infrastructure resources. Equal justice and democracy are fundamental values in this society.143
Framing the values at stake to appeal to different stakeholders is consistent with Professor George
Lakoff’s call to frame a progressive movement that defines who progressives are, encompassing strategic
campaigns on many different issue areas and programs.144
The next Part discusses the articulation through law of the values at stake in natural public places.
VIII. LEGAL JUSTIFICATIONS FOR EQUAL ACCESS TO PARKS AND RECREATION
Advocates have creatively combined a variety of legal theories to create new great urban parks and to
protect public access to public lands, including state and federal civil rights and environmental laws and First
Amendment rights to freedom of association and expression in parks and beaches.145 Los Angeles faces the
opportunity to affirmatively comply with these laws.
Federal and state laws prohibit both intentional discrimination and unjustified discriminatory impacts for
which there are less discriminatory alternatives in the provision of public resources, including access to parks
and other public lands. An important purpose of the statutory civil rights framework is to ensure that recipients
of public funds do not maintain policies or practices that result in racial discrimination.146
Title VI of the Civil Rights of 1964 and its implementing regulations prohibit both (1) intentional
discrimination based on race, color or national origin, and (2) unjustified discriminatory impacts for which
there are less discriminatory alternatives, by applicants for or recipients of federal funds, including
municipalities such as the city of Los Angeles.147
California law also prohibits intentional discrimination and unjustified discriminatory impacts by
recipients of state funds under Government Code section 11135, which is analogous to Title VI and its
regulations.148 In addition, California law defines environmental justice as “the fair treatment of people of all
races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the development, adoption, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”149
The California Coastal Commission adopted a local coastal plan requiring Malibu to maximize public
access to the beach while ensuring the fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, and incomes in 2002.150
This was the first time an agency implemented the statutory definition of environmental justice under
California law. Commissioner Pedro Nava told the Los Angeles Times he hoped to set a precedent for other
communities, ensuring that visitors are not excluded because of their income or race.151 The Commission
adopted the provision in response to the advocacy of The City Project on behalf of a diverse alliance.152
Then-Secretary Andrew Cuomo of the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
recognized that the principle of equal justice must be implemented through parks and recreation in Los
Angeles. Secretary Cuomo withheld federal funding for the proposed warehouses at the site of the Los Angeles
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State Historic Park at the Cornfield unless the city of Los Angeles and the developers conducted a “full-blown”
assessment of the impact of the proposed development on communities of color and low-income communities,
including the park alternative. Secretary Cuomo acted after members of the Chinatown Yard Alliance filed an
administrative complaint on the grounds that the warehouse project was the result of discriminatory land use
policies that had long deprived communities of color and low-income communities of parks under federal civil
rights, environmental justice, and environmental laws.153
Unfair park, school, and health disparities in Los Angeles are not just the result of bad management or
dumb policies and practices. Compliance with the civil rights laws is necessary to eliminate "business as usual"
that perpetuates the pattern and history of park, school, and health disparities. According to the authors of
Rethinking Urban Parks, “racist ideology and practices underlie the cultural processes and forms of exclusion
we describe in urban parks and beaches. We intend this work to be antiracist at its core, and to contribute to a
better understanding of how racism, as a system of racial advantage/disadvantage, configures everyday park
use and management.”154
Despite cutbacks in enforcement of civil rights protections in federal courts, it is important to keep in mind
that both intentional discrimination and unjustified discriminatory impacts remain unlawful under federal and
state law. As a matter of simple justice, it is unfair to use public tax dollars to subsidize discriminatory intent
and discriminatory impacts.155 Recipients of federal and state funds like the City of Los Angeles and park and
recreation agencies remain obligated to prohibit both.
The planning and administrative processes are available to achieve compliance with civil rights laws and
overcome discriminatory impacts. The California Coastal Commission took such a step when it required
Malibu to maximize public access to the beach while ensuring the fair treatment of people of all races,
cultures, and incomes.156 State civil rights and environmental justice protections can be enforced and
strengthened, such as California’s Government Code section 11135 and the statutory environmental justice
definition. The same kinds of evidence can be as persuasive in the planning process, administrative arena, and
court of public opinion, as in a court of law. Similar evidence is relevant to prove both discriminatory intent
and discriminatory impact. Known discriminatory impact – whether known in advance or after the fact –
continues to be among the most powerful evidence to establish discriminatory intent. Civil rights and
environmental impacts can be analyzed together to alleviate unfair disparities in access to parks and recreation
and achieve compliance with both bodies of laws.
Elected officials should be increasingly sensitive to, and held accountable for, the impact of their actions
on communities of color, especially now that people of color are in the majority in forty-eight out of the 100
largest cities in the country.157
These are some of the tools that advocates and activists have successfully relied on in creating the great
urban parks in Los Angeles, and keeping public lands public for all.
IX. PRINCIPLES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Natural public places, including parks, school fields, rivers, beaches, forests, mountains, and trails, are a
necessary part of any urban infrastructure for healthy, livable communities. We recommend the following
principles to ensure that everyone—especially people of color and others in low-income communities—
benefits equally from infrastructure investments in natural public places.158
Principle 1. Infrastructure decisions involving natural public places have widespread impacts on health,
housing, development, investment patterns, and quality of life. The process by which those decisions are
reached, and the outcomes of those decisions, must be fair and beneficial to all.
Principle 2. Infrastructure investments should be guided by a regional vision for a comprehensive web of
communities, parks, schools, beaches, forests, rivers, mountains, and transit to trails to achieve results that are
equitable; promote human health, the environment, and economic vitality; and serve diverse community needs.
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Principle 3. Infrastructure areas should be planned together in complementary rather than conflicting ways to
serve health, education, and human service needs; to fulfill critical governmental and societal responsibilities;
and to produce equitable results. For example, green parks can be used as flood control basins and can clean
water and mitigate polluted storm water runoff. Shared use of schools and parks can provide places and
policies for physical activity and healthy eating to improve health. Transit can provide access to trails.
Principle 4. Budget priorities within infrastructure areas should be thoroughly assessed through an equity lens.
For example, there is a need for both active and passive recreation in natural public places. Urban and
wilderness park advocates should work together rather than at cross purposes. Schools must develop the body
and mind of the child through physical education as well as academics.
Principle 5. Employment and economic benefits associated with building and maintaining infrastructure,
including parks, schools, and other natural public places, should be distributed fairly among all communities.
Local jobs with livable wages should go first to local residents. Job training should be provided for those who
need it to qualify for jobs. There should be a level playing field for small, women, and minority business
enterprises. Affordable housing should be provided near parks and schools that are revitalizing neighborhoods,
in order to prevent gentrification.
Principle 6. Revenues to support infrastructure improvements, including parks, schools, and other natural
public places, should be collected and allocated fairly to distribute the benefits and burdens of these projects.
Resources for parks and recreation should be allocated to overcome the continuing pattern and history of unfair
park, school, and health disparities.
Principle 7. Infrastructure decision-making should be transparent and include mechanisms for everyone to
contribute to the planning and policymaking process. For example, citizenship, voter registration, and get out
the vote drives can engage new voters – young people, immigrants, and others -- to elect officials and decide
ballot measures. Full environmental impact reports and statements, and health impact assessments, for parks
and schools should be required to provide full and fair information and enable effective public participation.
Audits and reports on bond funds and park agencies can illuminate inequities and provide blueprints for
reform. Community oversight bodies should review infrastructure investments. Litigation is a profoundly
democratic means of providing access to justice and the fair distribution of public resources, particularly for
traditionally disempowered communities. Public officials and foundations should recognize this and support
and fund such litigation. The Cornfield and Taylor Yard would not be parks but for litigation, and those
victories spawned the diverse movements that have produced additional public land and resource bond
victories.
Principle 8. Standards for measuring equity and progress should be articulated and implemented to hold
agencies accountable for building healthy, livable communities for all.
Principle 9. In making infrastructure investments and decisions involving natural public places, recipients of
federal and state funds should proactively comply with federal and state laws designed to achieve equal access
to public resources, including Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its implementing regulations,
California Government Code 11135, and the California statutory definition of environmental justice.
Compliance with civil rights and environmental laws should be combined.
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Principle 10. Government agencies and the philanthropic community must dedicate resources to enable
community based organizations to serve their communities and actively participate in infrastructure planning
and investments.
X. CONCLUSION
In 1930, Los Angeles threw away the opportunity to implement a regional vision for parks, playing fields,
and beaches for the Los Angeles region. Over 75 years later, Los Angeles has a historic opportunity to restore
part of the lost beauty of the region and to achieve equal access to parks and recreation. Billions of dollars of
park, school, water, and other infrastructure bonds are available. Various agencies are implementing park,
school, and river plans that will shape Los Angeles for generations to come. Applying the principles,
recommendations, and laws above to achieve equitable infrastructure investments will create healthy, livable,
communities for all.
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Demographics of Coastal Communities in Los Angeles County
Total
Population

Non-Hispanic
White

Latino

Asian

Median Household
Income

Malibu

18,528

85%

6%

3%

$102,052

Pacific Palisades

17,143

89%

4%

5%

$125,711

Santa Monica

54,341

74%

12%

6%

$50,435

Venice (Ocean Park)

24,639

61%

24%

3%

$48,101

Marina del Rey

14,837

80%

6%

7%

$74,444
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16,830

70%

11%

8%

$67,651
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7%
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5%
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4%
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Community

Torrance
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Palos Verdes Estates
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17%

$123,996
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4%

25%
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Rolling Hills
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77%

5%

14%

$200,001
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34,878

58%

28%

4%

$51,482

Long Beach

100,920

47%

31%

9%

$41,587

L.A. County (for comparison)

9,519,338

49%

45%

12%

$42,289

California (for comparison)

33,871,648

60%

32%

11%

$47,493
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